Knowledge is Power

It was Francis Bacon who made the observation that, 'Knowledge is Power'. Personal knowledge held in private is power retained but of no account, whereas personal empowerment necessary for personal decision making without the brainwashing of political propaganda, marketing psychology and something called 'heterophobia'. Heterophobia is a media-imposed fear of a normal sexual relationship and the responsibility for children that goes with it. An example of heterophobia today is how 'old fashioned' marriage these days is of little or no value to operant conditioners. The natural family unit of a young couple in a committed heterosexual marriage with their biological children as a prescription for life and happiness has been worn out as a means of marketing. Generations ago consumerism used the extremes of 'chauvinism' in opposition to 'feminism' to divide husband and wife for separate and female solo-consumerist 'empowerment'. Next, the 'generation gap' divided children from parents as an excuse to exploit the masses. Advertising of yesteryear is the same old bumbling of today with the same old rhetoric. Grandparents are as 'try hard revolutionary' as their grandchildren with nothing left to rebel against because there are no marketable boundaries in family life for conditioners to exploit anymore. It's been over commercialized. The 'carrot on the stick' like every time you type in a web address or click on a link. Like a paedophile searching the Internet to destroy the innocence of a child, so it is that the Internet as an unstoppable monster consumes the privacy and innocence of people all over the world. Our direction in life becomes predictable in pride and pleasure by our past tracks in that we can't escape the system. It's not a conspiracy as such – it's just in a greed-driven system that initiates a child through preschool television who then becomes a self-consuming consumer in a consumerist society. Chances are your entire adult self image was stamped on your persona by multiple choice, personality profiles, presented to you on television as a preschooler. You weren't born 'that way', you were made 'that way' by the 'consumerist media' and mass media. The 'deceived' become the deceivers and the 'victim' is the 'system'.

The Pornography of Power

Like all Social Darwinist dictators old and current, Hitler's invasion of the personal privacy of children in the 1930's is the same totalitarian invasive influence of today. He used the same means, only now the pornography of power that is state propaganda has morphed from Nazi political perversion into perverted gay activism for abnormal 'marriage' equality. It holds the endorsement of heads of state, heads of corporations, school teachers and schwedled parents, for the same reasons they submitted to the Nazis in pre-war Germany. Loss of privacy from childhood into adulthood offers not just money but real power through Internet connectivity to both secular governance and corporate commerce. The normal value of personal privacy that when shared makes friendships and close ties and collapses in the motive centre of people who are isolated and conditioned by unfettered consumerism. The 'system' becomes an atheistic 'blind faith in blind chance' mentality of boldness into the unknown by a herd of 'Star Trek' lemmings, charging towards an abyss in a blissful ignorance of final outcomes. The Social Darwinist mechanisms of power that were mass media in the 1930s and that were used to bring Hitler to power and achieve racial supremacy - are again being used for the heterophobic supremacy of a sexual and cultural revolution. The 0.01% of aggressive 'gay' activism is being used to bully the 99.99% of genocidal garbage that is abnormal, unproductive of children, unhealthy and invasive of children's natural-born sexual identity. All this is purely for the final frontier of warp speed consumerism to define people's self image and hence control their free will all over the planet by using mass media input and Internet output.

Religious 'Conversion' in Mass Persuasion

Now there is a religious 'conversion' factor in mass persuasion. It can be seen in the 'coming out' confessional ritual of homosexuals to achieve social acceptance. Each and every deluge of their personal privacy, remodels the children and adults who look up to these 'icons' by causing them not to value their own privacy. These targeted 'initiates' for 'cultic conversion' to permissive heterophobia must then themselves make the 'general confession' of what is unnatural and abnormal human behaviour – as being 'natural and normal' and what is obviously unhealthy and unclean as being 'healthy and clean'. Today's socialist gay activism herds children into a 'coming out' conversion and throws consumerist experience repetitively through school age education for a heterophobic lifestyle that enslaves them to the power of consumerism at a maximum rate of consumption. The 'Beast' doesn't care about the children who will grow up to become one of the 15% of homosexual men who have an HIV death sentence. It doesn't care about the crying children of broken marriages, anorexia nervosa in young girls and their mothers or the suicide rate of people, young and old, who 'fail' the marketable standard. The 'Beast' of Consumerism/Consumerism, maximizing profit for power with minimal input. The consumerist genocidal garbage bin of aborted babies, aborted lives and aborted personal character is large in our superficial world. The flags of the perverted rainbow are now emblazoned, not just on City Council offices, public walkways and in public parades but on churches as well, for the same reasons the perverted cross (the swastika) was paraded by 1945. It is a flag of killing of privacy through propaganda and fear of emotional blackmail in children and adults that brought submission to Nazi power. The intrusion of state power on personal privacy became the death of reason. Reason demands a preserve of privacy for the 'people power factor' in democracy to work in a 'private' ballot. A public vote is today predetermined by the marketing psychology of greed-driven corporations, dishonest politicians or environmental activism for 'population reduction' via Internet and mass media indoctrination. But today that is the 'system' and it is the death of privacy- and the death of reason.

The Perverted Rainbow

Today more 'knowledge' is more power. The worship of the perverted rainbow now means the global sexual degradation of children into adulthood can be cemented in place and accelerated by the Internet and mass media. The 'deceived' become the deceivers and the 'victims' become predators. Society will never again have the moral
ability to restructure and recover. It can only wear out lives and tear down law and order. The ‘activist’-driven media can’t stop fighting moral boundaries because they lose the fight to live when there is nothing left to fight against. It’s legal in many nations for heterophobes to adopt children, bully the self perception of their natural-born sexual identity and send them to primary schools to use opposite sex toilets and destroy the innocence, privacy, common sense and normal sexual self-perception of all other children. Children are not ‘born gender fluid’ – they are made that way by mass media - for the mass media to continue its control of children in a consumerist age. Herein is the real bullying of children that forces on them a loss of innocence and privacy whose lives and rights are meant to be respected without publicly being humiliated for commercial power, political persuasion or groomed for sexual perversion. Already photos of young boys are being displayed naked in ‘Art Galleries’ for homosexual and ultra-feminist purveyance as ‘vendence’ directed at helpless ‘little men’. Gay activism is just a pawn of consumerism as will be the euthanasia lobby, (for a speedier turnover of ever younger, burnt out consumers). Dead bodies of men, women and children, taken from Chinese concentration camps are being skinned and preserved for display as ‘art’ to deaden the atheistic conscience towards any respect for the living or the dead. The much coveted ‘carrot on the stick’ in our world is creeping out over an insidious moral abyss.

The Protection of Innocence and Privacy for Children

Who then should have power over children to protect their privacy? Should it be the power seeking lying politicians, priests or Imams? Should it be the media heterophobes who use pre-school television to brand a child’s psyche with gender perverted role modelling? Perhaps the local drugged up Marxist, or some ‘Agenda 21’ anarchist weirdo? Should it be the commercial CEOs who oversee the algorithms of an individual child’s Internet feed for an ever increasing sexualization for commercial gain? Which one of the above morons should have access to your children’s metadata and knowledge of their personal Internet usage? Most of them do already! Leave the kids alone! Leave their parents alone! God has by natural genetic affection made the only way for us and the all consuming ‘Beast’ to restructure and recover. It can only wear out lives and tear down law and order. The ‘activist’-driven media can’t stop fighting moral boundaries because they lose the fight to live when there is nothing left to fight against.

The Truth Will Set Us Free

Heterophobia in its destruction of family life and responsibility towards children is universal in Western society and has been for decades. Remember that Jesus said, ‘the Truth will set us free’. Between us and the all consuming ‘Beast’ stands one trustworthy Person who can save us from the perpetual enslavement of our God-given personality and free will. He is the Man with the real cross who is the embodiment of the real hope in a true rainbow. It is through Him that God authored all of the genetically encoded information in the DNA of all creation. The Son of Man - the Lord Jesus Christ - understands our chaos but He doesn’t mince words. It’s an individual, heaven or hell decision. His command, ‘You shall not covet’ begins our escape from the ‘system’ to recover our free will. There is a place in the heart of everyone, the privacy of which belongs to God as our Creator and us alone. His answer to the loss of our privacy and the confusion of our sexual responsibility and identity - is found in His example of sacrifice. You can only recover and retain of your life what is surrendered to God because His love and justice, forgiveness and vengeance, are perfect. He is trustworthy. Forget religion and confess your sins privately to God. Step outside of the ‘Skinner’s Box’. Turn away from a life of conditioned, self-centred materialism and be born again by the Spirit of Almighty God. A new life of personal sacrifice is the only way to recover our privacy and loss of personhood that was stolen by the Devil who animates himself through the ‘Beast’ of a consumerist world. We sacrifice our all (repentance) and then, Jesus as the Word of God that would otherwise condemn us, becomes the ‘Sacrifice’ of God Almighty for us. Get a new spiritual heart and a new mind in a Christ-centred existence that restores life on earth with the sure hope of heaven in the hereafter. In dying for us, Jesus defeats all sin and in His resurrection, He defeats death. All Jesus asks of us is to turn from our pride and put absolute trust in Him as God’s Word. The new birth is a spiritual relationship of accountability to God alone through Jesus - in a Spirit of resurrection power. We die to self and rise with Him in a new spiritual life. Real freedom comes in obedience to God’s Word and not the dictates of the ‘coveted carrot’. Get a good translation of the Bible, start by reading the Gospel of John and pray to God our Father in Jesus’ Name. Ask Him to show you the truth. May God have mercy on us in our disabled and tragic world. God save us. God help us. God Bless!